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Can you package expertise? For decades, computer science futurists have talked about 
the advent of expert systems that anticipate organizations’ information technology needs 
based upon such concepts as artificial intelligence and pattern recognition. While expert 
systems have become fairly common in applications such as financial modeling and predic-
tive analysis, such technology is now being applied to find faster and less-expensive ways 
to deploy infrastructure and achieve significant business value.

For example, IBM’s PureSystems family of expert integrated systems  essentially combines 
affordable hardware and software components with a wealth of experiential data culled 
from thousands of solution deployments by IBM and its business partners. This integrated 
approach to infrastructure planning, deployment and management is at the heart of an 
increasing number of organizations’ efforts to reduce administrative tasks and systems 
management, especially in light of staffing and budget limitations.

The PureSystems architecture is designed to tackle a number of problems that have vexed 
IT organizations for years, especially as data has proliferated, infrastructure has continued 
to sprawl and application deployment demands have increased. A big goal of IT organiza-
tions — and an important tenet behind expert integrated systems — is to reduce the labor, 
time and costs required to deploy new systems, according to Alan Waite, national manager 
for IBM Expert Integrated Systems, Australia and New Zealand. “Applications take months 
to develop, but they take even longer — much longer, in fact — to deploy,” he said. “It could 
be nine, 12 months or more to actually get an important business application up and running. 
Then, [organizations] are coping with the reality of having to spend significant money to 
manage this Frankenstein’s monster of infrastructure they’ve built up over the years.”

Combining expertise and integration
So how does the concept of expert integrated systems work, and how are organizations 
actually benefitting? As the concept’s terminology implies, the two key elements are exper-
tise and integration, especially when it comes to helping IT get infrastructure and business 
applications up to speed faster and less expensively. “Think of how much easier it is for 
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organizations to purchase a single solution, with a single part number, that combines the 
key infrastructure functions of compute, networking and storage into a factory-integrated 
and well-honed solution,” pointed out Amit Dave, IBM distinguished engineer, Systems 
Technology Group technical sales, Middle East and Africa. “At the factory, we build in 
‘patterns’ of expertise to make it easier to deploy capabilities like device drivers, virtualized 
applications, hardware components and service patches, because we’ve mined huge 
volumes of data from our customers’ deployments and from similar experiences of our 
business partners.”

Factory-designed and -tested solutions – tightly integrating hardware, software, unique 
business rules and specialized deployment knowledge — address a traditional challenge 
for IT leaders: avoiding projects that take longer than expected to implement and lead 
to budget overruns. And with industry data indicating that approximately 70% of IT budgets 
is eaten up by simply managing and maintaining sprawling infrastructure, it’s essential 
to engineer deployment and management expertise into systems from the factory rather 
than in the field.

Flexibility, elasticity and simplicity
Nancy Pearson, vice president of Expert Integrated Systems marketing for IBM, noted 
that this capability is based upon the combination of three pillars: the flexibility and cost 
effectiveness of general-purpose systems, the elasticity of cloud architecture, and the 
simplicity of an appliance tuned to specific workloads. “Not only are hardware and software 
components factory-tuned to make it easier and faster to deploy, but the integration of built-in 
expertise simplifies the IT lifecycle experience, both by making deployment easier and by re-
ducing the huge management and ongoing administration burden for infrastructure,” she said. 

This concept — while certainly well applied in IT shops with long-standing, deeply entrenched 
legacy architecture — is particularly suited for emerging-growth geographic markets where 
there often is a shortage of deep IT skills and a dramatic need to deploy infrastructure and 
applications much faster. As Pearson noted, “Since organizations in many of those countries 
don’t have to deal with a lot of legacy infrastructure, they have fewer technical barriers to over- 
come and can adopt deployment best practices that are built-in at the factory more easily.”

This is an abstract from a podcast in Smarter Computing Radio, powered by IBM. 
Tune in to tiny.cc/SCRadio to download the podcast series.
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